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Bene Facta recognizes Ball State faculty's basic and applied research
attracting grant support from funding agencies, as "works of
significance." Bene Facta also recalls a time-honored Ball State
idea-Beneficence-as depicted symbolically in our famous statue
and specifically in the lives of the Ball brothers, their extended
family past and present, and their commitment to the advancement
of education and knowledge at Ball State University.
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Introducing Bene Facta '88
Warren Vander Hill, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

I

am pleased to introduce Bene Facta '88,
since it describes the work of some of Ball
State University's best faculty members and
students as they engage in their individual
lines of scholarly inquiry. The emphasis in Bene
Facta '88 is on programs that have received
support from the federal or state government or
from private corporations and foundations.
The mission of Ball State University is to offer
a strong undergraduate liberal education and
selected graduate programs of high quality.
Integral to its teaching function is its obligation
to provide an intellectual climate in which
professors and students pursue scholarly activity
or creative endeavor so that the teaching
environment remains fresh and vital. Not only
does this blend of research and teaching
contribute to the advancement of knowledge in
the disciplines, it also can have a practical
application as faculty members find new ways to
use their research discoveries in working with
practitioners.
Because Ball State believes strongly that the
advances of technology are central to research
and teaching, it is incorporating the "teaching
environment model of the campus of the future"
(TEMCOF). This teaching model is a fiber optics
communication system linking the entire
campus, so that faculty and students can access
video, data, and voice communications. This
electronic infrastructure, together with satellite
broadcast capabilities to schools and
communities across the state, will make it
possible for Ball State to provide education on
campus and across Indiana with a technical
capability second to none. The sophistication of
this system and its inherent responsibilities
require that we, as educators, re-examine our
traditional communication procedures and
philosophies. This is a research question of great
importance; its study will link research and
teaching at Ball State more closely than before.
Ball State University will continue its strong
emphasis on research and creative endeavor
because these activities enhance the teaching
mission of the university. Students who are
involved in research programs not only receive
an excellent learning experience but also bring
energy and new insight into the programs. As
faculty members become engaged in research or
creative endeavor, they convey new insights and
excitement to their students. Bene Facta '88
provides a look at some of these students and
faculty members and at the vital work they are
doing.
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Making a Difference
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generation ago, the distinguished
American educator Clark Kerr
explained that the modern university
had outgrown its traditional mission
of concentration on teaching and learning. The
current collegiate institution, Kerr maintained,
had become a "multi-versity;' instead of a "university:' Educators now refer to the
comprehensive mission of the public university
as an involvement in teaching and research and
public service. Implicit in Kerr's description of
the evolution of modern American higher
education was the assumption that the public
has now come to expect its colleges and
universities to contribute to the improvement of
society in ways that extend well beyond the
teaching of its students. The modern
comprehensive university has become, without
question, a multi-purpose public service
institution.
As a modern institution of higher education,
Ball State University has likewise adopted the
tripartite mission of teaching, research, and
public service. The integration of the various
elements of its mission has also transformed Ball
State into an institution that is in the business of
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improving the life in the communities that it
serves, be they local, state, or national.
Particular emphasis, of course, is given to the
specific needs of Indiana and the surrounding
midwestern region.
The integration of the elements of teaching,
research, and public service has placed
additional demands upon both students and
faculty. Faculty need to approach their
disciplines from the broader perspective of
determining how a mastery of a particular
subject can become useful in dealing with a
major social problem or issue. Students,
likewise, are faced with the necessity of
understanding how their studies fit into the
larger context of "the real world:' In the
practical realm, therefore, research can be as
vital to a university's contributions to its
community as its activities in teaching and
public service. To the extent that these activities
in teaching, research, and public service are
combined, the university's contribution to the
welfare of its community and surrounding
region will be more positive and profound.
The process of transition from an institution
primarily oriented toward teaching to one that
satisfies the criteria of a "multi-versity" takes
time. In the course of that transition, Ball State
has constructed appropriate linkages between
its research and public service activities. By
forming cooperative relationships with the
business community, agencies of local, state,
and national governments, and public and
private foundations, Ball State researchers have
significantly influenced the outcome of major
problems confronting contemporary society. In
that respect, Ball State researchers are making a
difference, for the better, in the life and welfare
of our city, state, and nation.

Bracken Library

To understand the extent to which Ball State's
researchers are making a difference, one needs
to look at just three of today's vital concerns:
health, the emergence of the information
society, and the quality of community life
services. In health research, Ball State's
researchers are conducting studies relating to
fitness, cancer, the physical and emotional
needs of the elderly, and the causes of
infectious diseases. These research projects are
being carried out by faculty in the life sciences,
the social sciences, the Teachers College, and
the College of Business.
America's economic transformation from an
industrial to an information society, a trend that
will continue well into the twenty-first century,
is also of major interest. The faculty and the
administrative leadership of Ball State's new
program in information and communication
sciences are engaged in a vigorous effort to
raise external funds to train managers for
professional positions in this diverse industry.
Likewise, faculty in the Teachers College and
the College of Business work regularly with
several Indiana companies that wish to improve
employee productivity as it relates to the use
and management of information.
Finally, the quality of life in our local and
state communities remains a serious issue.
Faculty from the fine arts, social sciences, and
the College of Architecture and Planning are
continuing to work with leaders in the private
and public sectors on projects aimed at
improving cultural opportunities in a
community, developing more cost-effective

ways of delivering social services, and
generating new ideas in an effort to promote
economic development.
These projects represent only a small number
of the numerous ways in which
teacher/scholars at Ball State University are
making a difference in their communities and
in the rapidly changing world of higher
education . They illustrate the diverse, "multiversity" nature of Ball State as it attempts to
integrate teaching, research, and public service.

Sorth Quadrangle
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An Emphasis on Quality

merica's national concern about
quality extends well beyond the
manufacture of capital goods,
consumer products, and the delivery
of various services. Within the area of higher
education, colleges and universities are focusing
their attention increasingly upon the quality of
the programs they offer. Such an emphasis is
particularly vital during a period of scarce
educational resources when universities must
make careful decisions about what programs to
undertake-and then conduct those programs
well. Whether in teaching, research, or service,
the evidence of quality has a special importance
to a university's capacity to demonstrate its
unique talents in the wider community of
higher education.
Quality educational programs are readily
identifiable according to some basic criteria:
their faculty have substantial records of
achievement in teaching and research, they
make important contributions on the basis of
their past records as well as their current efforts,
and they are involved in innovative approaches
to their work.
Ball State University possesses many academic
and administrative programs that, judged by
these criteria, maintain a high level of endeavor.
To focus on three examples, however, it is clear
that the Human Performance Laboratory (HPL),
the Ball State Art Gallery, and the Center for
Entrepreneurial Resources (CER) have made
remarkable contributions to Ball State's total
academic and service missions and exemplify
the university's commitment to quality.
Under the leadership of Dr. David Costill, the
Human Performance Laboratory has become
nationally and internationally recognized for its
research in exercise science and its studies
related to human health and fitness. In addition,
the HPL has now emerged as a much soughtafter source of expertise for research in human
health by foundations, corporations, and the
larger athletic community.
Costill's own research program is continuous,
but other scholars at the HPL also are
conducting important studies on human fitness.
For example, Costill's colleague, Bruce Craig,
received two grants in 1986-87 to fund different
aspects of his research. A study funded by the
National Strength and Conditioning Association
enabled Craig to study the influence of different
training modes on growth hormone and
testosterone secretion patterns. A second grant,
awarded by the Indiana affiliate of the American
Diabetes Association, allowed him to do
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ctor,
supervises treadmill testing at the Human Performance
Laboratory.
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Dr. David Costill, director of the
Human Performance Laboratory,
tests members of Ball State's men's
and women's swim teams to
determine each swimmer's
power output.

research on human pro insulin and its effect
upon glycogen metabolism.
Costill's research in the formative years of the
HPL and in the late 1970s tended to concentrate
on the various conditioning requirements of
long-distance runners, both male and female;
more recently he has directed his attention also
to the training regimen of swimmers. Since
1984, Costill has received two awards from the
United States Olympic Committee to examine
the problem of overtraining, or "work
overload," in the training of swimmers and
long-distance runners. More specifically,
Costill's objective is to gain a better
understanding of the cause and prevention of
what he terms the "heavy, sluggish feeling"
that athletes encounter during periods of hard
training.
"There's a fallacy operating today in the

minds of many coaches and athletes," Costill
observes. "The fallacy is that the athletes who
do the highest volume of work in their training
will turn in the best performances." Although
not discounting the relationship between
rigorous training and superior athletic ·
performance, Costill is nevertheless attempting
to show how a regime that actually decreases in
intensity before a major competition may result
in a better effort.
The procedures Costill followed in
implementing his two research studies involved
the selection and training of a group of
swimmers and a group of runners. For both
groups, Costill and his associates doubled the
athletes' training programs for a specified
period. They also adjusted the diets of the
athletes to compensate for the extra volume of
work. During the course of their training,
Costill examined the physical and psychological
effects of the added workouts upon the
athletes.
The results of these studies proved
instructive. "Even though we adjusted the
athletes' diets to give them more carbohydrates
to adjust for the energy loss brought about by
the additional workouts, we discovered that
they still could not store enough glycogen to
compensate for the additional physical
demands of over-training," he explained. Costill
concluded that the athletes in both groups
required considerably more rest than was
previously thought. To turn in optimal
performances, therefore, athletes may need to
alternate between periods of heavy training and
light training.
Just as important, Costill also noted that
work overload also has a psychological
dimension. ''Athletes who train almost entirely
on high-volume workouts often become
mentally exhausted," he noted. "The problem is
not one of attitude, because many of these
athletes are highly motivated. They simply are
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have a future effect on training programs for
not following a training program which is
tailored to their individual capability:'
American athletes. "The U.S.O.c. wants
something practical, something it can use, as a
Are some coaches, therefore, developing
result of these awards," Costill contends. But
training regimens that drive some talented
athletes out of their sports? Costill believes it to will Costill's findings have the effect of altering
be a dangerous possibility. "We need to put
training programs for runners and swimmers
some more common sense in training programs I throughout America? "It's hard to say;' Costill
by matching the training stimulus to an
responds, but he does not rule out that
athlete's ability:' On that point, Costill is also
possibility. He cites the example of one Ball
State swimmer who reduced his time by more
speaking from direct personal experience. An
accomplished master's-level swimmer, Costill
than 20 percent in one season by adopting
Costill's prescription of a high intensity-low
routinely turns in better performances,
employing lower-volume workouts, than when intensity training regimen.
he swam intercollegiately during the 1950s at
I
n addition to Costill's work with runners
Ohio University, using much more high-volume
and swimmers, another important study
workouts. He readily acknowledges that many I
recently conducted in the Human
of the ideas for his studies have come from
Performance Laboratory involved Dr. Gale
hypotheses he wished to test because of his
Gehlsen's project, "Falls in the Elderly: What
own experiences as a distance runner and
swimmer, as well as more than two decades of I Causes Them and How Can They Be Reduced?"
Gehlsen, who teaches in the School of Physical
observing world-class athletes.
Education, received support for her study from
Costill's studies for the United States
the National Institutes of Health's Academic
Olympic Committee are obviously designed to
Research Enhancement Award (AREA) program.
Gehlsen's research dealt with an important
health concern for many senior citizens. "Being
in the field of physical education, I was naturally
interested in exercise and the prevention of
injuries;' Gehlsen explained. "I tried to
approach the subject of falls in the elderly from
a bio-mechanical perspective:' In the course of
her research, Gehlsen examined two groups of
senior citizens, those with a history of falls, and
those who were free from such a problem.
Participants in the study did .a number of
exercises in the HPL that measured the length of
their walking stride, their physical strength and
flexibility, reaction time, sense of balance, and
depth perception.
After examining the participants, Gehlsen
concluded that many elderly people could
prevent falls if they followed the correct type of
exercise program, even those for whom falls had
been a frequent problem. The nature of the
I
exercise program could vary according to the
requirements and physical abilities of the
participant, of course, but could take such forms
as walking, swimming, or working on various
balance techniques. Gehlsen also expects that
another result of her study will involve a set of
recommendations for more effective treatment of
certain areas in public buildings, such as
staircases, to make them safer for elderly people
who may have impaired depth perception.
The importance of Gehlsen's research is clear:
injuries resulting from falls are among the
leading causes of death in the elderly
population. Such injuries as fractured arms,
legs, and hips and injuries to the head are
commonplace. It is not surprising, therefore, as
Gehlsen explains, that "elderly people are afraid
of falls. They know that injuries resulting from
falling can lead to a loss of their mobility and
perhaps even more serious consequences:' By
developing an exercise and fitness program for
the elderly, Gehlsen may make a major
contribution to reducing the dangers of falling
for America's senior citizens.

I

Dr. Gale Gehlsen, director of the
School of Physical Education's
Biomechanics Program, measures
the lower limb muscular strength
of volunteer Julia Young Porter.
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Dr. Gehlsen (left) monitors the
blood pressure of volunteer Lillian
Phillips during a treadmill test,
with assistance from Mitch Whaley,
director of the Human Performance
Lab's adult fitness program.
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nother example of educational quality
at Ball State involves the work of the
Ball State University Art Gallery.
Opened in 1935, the gallery has
enjoyed a distinguished history in the cultural
life of Indiana. A substantial gift from Frank C.
Ball, a prominent Muncie industrialist and
philanthropist, provided funds for some notable
impro~ements to the gallery during the
mid-1930s when depression-era resources for
higher education were extremely low. In the
years to follow, the gallery received several
prominent collections, including those of
William H. Thompson, an Indianapolis attorney
who gave a collection of Italian Renaissance
paintings and furniture, Anna W. Keirn, who
collected Japanese art, and E. Arthur Ball, a son
of Frank C. Ball, whose collection is on
permanent loan.
Alain Joyaux, the current director of the
gallery, observed several major events in the life
of this program since he came to Ball State
almost five years ago. The gallery
commemorated its fiftieth anniversary with a
gala celebration in 1985. It has continued its
tradition of offering an impressive series of
exhibitions, and Joyaux has outlined a number
of new initiatives that will preserve a place for
the gallery in Indiana's cultural community.
Like other administrators, Joyaux is aware of
the importance of external funding in the
program of the gallery. Joyaux himself has
obtained sizeable annual grants from the
Institute of Museum Services, a federal agency
that supports programs in arts and culture,
thereby providing additional funding for many
of the gallery's efforts in restoration, storage, and
exhibition.
In addition, Joyaux is quick to acknowledge
the importance of grants from local foundations,
like the George and Frances Ball Foundation,
which were used to establish a decorative arts
gallery and also to sponsor an exhibition and
publication of the Elisabeth Ball Collection of
Paintings, Drawings, and Watercolors, held at
the gallery in January and February 1984. This
collection featured works by such famous artists
as Winslow Homer, Gilbert Stuart, and Diego
Rivera.
The most ambitious exhibition Joyaux has
undertaken during his brief tenure was a project
entitled "Childe Hassam in Indiana:' This
exhibition took place in November and
December 1985 and featured many of the works
of the American Impressionist painter Childe
Hassam. The Indiana Arts Commission
contributed partial support for this exhibition by
a substantial grant. After its display at Ball State,
the Childe Hassam exhibition was sent on tour
to five other sites in Indiana and Ohio, thereby
bringing additional recognition to the gallery as
one of the mainstays of Indiana's cultural
community.
This base of external support, in Joyaux's
estimation, is especially vital for the success of
the gallery'S program. With the costs of
exhibition, restoration, acquisition, and storage
increasing annually, Joyaux maintains that
support from such agencies as the Indiana Arts

Commission, the Institute for Museum Services,
private foundations, and even Ball State alumni
will become more important if the gallery is to
maintain and expand its program at a
consistently high level.
Another challenge Joyaux faces involves the
integration of the gallery's program into a closer
relationship with the university's instructional
and research activities. Such a program is in
keeping with the gallery's traditional objective of
serving as an instructional resource for the
university. Since its opening during the Great
Depression, the gallery has hosted hundreds of
tours for public school children and adult
groups. For many years, the gallery has also

I

Alain )0
,d ector 0 ne Ball
State University Art Gallery, with
Comtesse de Caumont by Fran~ois
Hubert Drouais, French (1727-1775),
Ball State University Art Gallery,
permanent loan from the E. Arthur
Ball Collection, Ball Brothers
Foundation.

Odilon Redon, French (1840-1916).
Grand vase aux anemones, ca. 1915.
Pastel on paper, 84.9 X 65.2 em.
Ball State University Art Gallery,
permanent loan from the Elisabeth
Ball Collection, George and Frances
Ball Foundation.

Fiftieth anniversary gala celebration at the Ball State University Art Gallery
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Nancy Huth, curator of education
for the Ball State Art Gallery, and
gallery director Alain JQyaux with
Bowl of Goldfish, 19~, 'by Childe
Hassam, American (1859-1935). Ball
State University Art GaiIery,
permanent loan from the Frank C.
Ball Collection, Ball Brothers
Foundation.

sponsored a Drawing and Small Sculpture
Show in the fall, a program that has brought it
national recognition. In 1963, Vincent Price, the
noted actor and art collector, spoke at a Ball
State conference and, after visiting the current
Drawing and Small Sculpture Show, remarked
that "this show was three times better than
anything I saw in Europe last fall. Ball State has
become a part of my lecture as an example of
what can be done for the arts in every
community. I've become your public relations
man par excellence:'
Joyaux believes that the gallery is able to offer
both undergraduate and graduate students
significant opportunities for academic research
besides serving as a vehicle for internships.
With Ball State's current emphasis upon
promoting the ideal of a liberally educated
student, the gallery can be a major focus of
instructional efforts designed to foster an
appreciation of art and history.
As a measure designed to help in fostering a
closer relationship between the gallery and the
Dr. Frank Sabatine, acting director of the Institute for Business and Economic
Development Services, presented a training program for a Ball Corporation
department headed by Janet Dunigan, supervisor, management support.
The workshop focused on creating quality organizations through personal
development.
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university's teaching objectives, Joyaux points
to the recent addition of Nancy Huth as the
gallery'S curator of education. In her capacity as
liaison between the gallery and the public,
Huth promotes the philosophy that the gallery
is not simply for art enthusiasts, art students,
and art historians. 'Art relates to every field of
study;' she observes. Since joi~.ing the Art
Gallery'S staff in the summer of 1987, Huth has
been involved in an ambitious program of
arranging for visits to the gallery by studentfaculty groups, scheduling a series of public
lectures, and encouraging more visits by
community groups such as the participants in
Ball State's summer Elderhostel program.
Finally, Joyaux realizes that the Ball State
University Art Gallery exists in a community
with a significant number of cultural assets in
music, theatre, and art. He points out that the
support of the community has been vital in
giving the gallery its excellent reputation in the
region and state and hopes to make the gallery
even more of a community resource in the
future than it has been in the past.

I

n addition to involvement in matters of
widespread relevance concerning physical,
aesthetic, and cultural well-being, Ball
State's faculty have become involved in the
critically important issue of economic
development as it relates to Indiana and the
midwestern community. Faculty from the
College of Business, the Teachers College, and
the School of Continuing Education have joined
forces in an attempt to help the static economy
become more productive.
In early 1984, Ball State began a new series of
initiatives designed to provide economic
development and entrepreneurial services to the
citizens of Indiana. One focus of these initiatives
involved establishing the Center for
Entrepreneurial Resources (CER), a multi-faceted
unit whose purpose was to furnish research and
consulting assistance to business and
government, thereby establishing a connection
between profit and nonprofit enterprises and
the professional resources available at Ball State.
Despite its brief existence, the center has
already compiled an impressive record of service
by implementing programs in employee training
and motivation, basic and applied research, and
international business consulting, to cite some
examples. In less than three years, CER has
coordinated programs involving Ball State and
such prominent Indiana companies as the
Indiana Bell Telephone Company, Blue
Cross/Blue Shield of Indiana, Ball Corporation,
RCA-Indianapolis, and several smaller
businesses.
Dr. Frank Sabatine, acting director of the
Institute for Business and Economic
Development Services, views its role as
multidimensional. "In the first place, CER is a
facilitator; we assume the role of a broker
between the university and business and
government;' he explained. In addition to
providing professional services to business,
industry, and government, Sabatine
acknowledges that CER is a part of the teaching

and research mission of Ball State. "We're
interested in education and, by offering
professors the opportunity to experience the
world of business and government and then
bring those experiences back into the
classroom, we become directly involved with
the professional development of the faculty.
This process is inevitably translated into better
teaching in the classroom;' Sabatine contends.
Although CER has participated in a number
of different projects with business and industry
in Indiana, perhaps its most notable
contribution has been its emphasis upon the
development of professional training exercises
for Indiana employers. Early in 1987, for
example, CER served as the agent for a project
funded by the Indiana Office of Occupational
Development that was designed to raise the
literacy skills of workers. Known as Project
PALS (Principles of the Alphabetic Literacy
System), this program involved the
establishment of a computer-based reading
laboratory at Ball State. With the assistance of
Ball State professors George Wood and Edna
Warncke, CER acquired and organized the
hardware and software materials required for
the program, assisted in training the various
teachers who would implement the PALS
instruction, and then coordinated the outreach
effort to Indiana employers. Early studies of the
effectiveness of PALS have revealed that
participants have improved their reading levels
after one hundred hours of instruction over a
twenty-week period. Specifically, preliminary
data for twenty-three people indicate reading
gains of almost two grade levels.
Another CER project involved Ball State and
the Indiana Bell Telephone Company, which
contracted with the university to help its
managers prepare and analyze cases as one
means of identifying problems, exploring new
opportunities, and making decisions. This
program was oriented around a series of
seminars conducted by Dr. Ramon Avila of the
Ball State marketing department, whose

sessions emphasized business case analysis. In
1986-87, this project involved more than
seventy-five managers of the Indiana Bell
Company.
In summary, Sabatine views the Center for
Entrepreneurial Resources as a vital part of the
university's renewed emphasis on providing
assistance to Indiana businesses that are
making the transition to a more informationbased, knowledge- and skills-oriented
economy. "Business managers are coming to us
and asking, 'How can Ball State help us to
manage information better, to manage our
employees better, and to adapt to the rapid
technological change that we're all
experiencing?'" he explains. With those ends in
view, especially as Indiana's service economy
continues to expand well into the next decade,
it appears likely that CER will become an even
more important part of Ball State's teaching,
research, and service mission.

Indiana Lieutenant Governor John
Mutz (standing, right) checks the
progress of PALS (Principles of the
Alphabet Literacy System)
participant Mike May.
Dr. Edna Warncke, professor of
elementary education, and
Dr. George Wood, director of the
Institute for Community Education,
co-directors of the PALS program.
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Dr. Ramon A. Avila (left),
assi stant professor of marketing,
consults with Indiana Bell executive
Michael Rost.
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search at Ball State is performed in a
variety of settings, for a variety of
purposes. Many faculty members,
specially those involved in scientific
projects, are engaged in basic research, the
immediate results of which add to the store of
knowledge in their fields and have an
importance related to future practical
applications in such fields as medicine or
engineering.
Dr. Raymond Dean of the Department of
Educational Psychology is one Ball State
researcher who combines an interest in both
applied and basic research. A neuropsychologist
by training, Dean joined the Ball State faculty in
1984 after a tenure at the Washington University
(St. Louis) School of Medicine. He teaches
doctoral level courses in his specialty and also
directs the School Psychology Doctoral Program
and the Neuropsychology Laboratory in the
Teachers College.
The author or co-author of more than 280
monographs, scholarly papers, articles, and
presentations, Dean has also written two books
(The Handbook of Medicine for Behavioral Scientists
and Non-traditional Approaches to School
Psychology). He has also received several grants
to support his research, including two from the
National Institutes of Health. In recognition of
Dean's achievements, the Ball State University
Research Committee selected him in 1986-87 as
a co-recipient of the university's Outstanding
Researcher Award. Furthermore, in 1987 in
recognition of his major contributions to
neuropsychology, Dean was appointed a
University Distinguished Professor, only the
second faculty member to be so designated.
Dean is presently engaged in a number of
long-term studies that investigate the underlying
neurological factors in cognitive and psychiatric
disorders as well as disorders that occur as the
result of complications at the time of birth,
referred to as perinatal problems. The objective
of this study is to determine the degree to which
a number of such cognitive/behavioral disorders
as mental retardation, learning disabilities,
speech pathology, childhood psychiatric
problems, and neuropsychological dysfunctions
are associated with perinatal risk factors .
In conducting many of these studies, Dean
and his colleagues are surveying a large group
of children from the central Indiana area, using
the techniques of neuropsychology. "Many
psychiatric disorders have organic as well as
environmental causes;' Dean argues. "Most
psychological disorders are neurological in
nature; we simply have yet to discover the ~

lt

Dr. Raymond Dean, Department
of Educational Psychology,
administers the categories test to a
client in his. laboratory clinic.

The perceptual motor skills of a preschool chi

by Dr. Dean.
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underlying process." The fact that Dean is
entering a largely untapped field gives impetus
to his work. "What we know about the
functioning of the brain has increased more in
the past two decades than at any previous time
in hi~tory:' he explains.
. Dean describes the method he employs in
cond.u cting his research program as a "pyramid
approach," in which he involves undergraduate
and graduate students. "One of the attractions
about coming to Ball State was the opportunity
to involve students in research," he maintains.
Dean notes that this approach permits him to
teach various research techniques to students
who, in turn, teach other students in the course
of a project. The students thereby gain valuable
research experience by assisting Dean on his
projects and serve as co-authors of his
presentations. "This experience definitely
works to the students' advantage, especially
when they begin looking for their own
positions in the field," Dean says. "We've
enjoyed a considerable measure of success in
placing our students in positions in hospitals,
clinics, and the schools:'
Another field in which Ball State researchers
have enjoyed remarkable success is the
competition for the Academic Research
Enhancement Awards (AREA) funded by the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). When the
NIH established this program in 1985, it sought
to encourage medical and health-related
research at universities whose primary mission
was to teach undergraduate students. In the
first year of the competition, Ball State
researchers received four grants, more than any
other institution submitting proposals. In
1986-87, Ball State researchers won five awards,
for a total of nine grants during the first two
years of the competition. Among the recipients
of AREA grants in the first two years of this
competition are Mohammad Behforouz,
chemistry; Nancy Behforouz and Alice Bennett,
biology; Larry Ganion and Robert Pinger,
physiology and health science; Gale Gehlsen,
School of Physical Education; and Stuart
Walker, Center for Medical Education.
Moreover, Raymond Dean of the Department of
Educational Psychology and Roberto Garcia of
the Department of Biology were chosen as
recipients of AREA grants in 1987. The variety
and quality of the scientists' proposals is
indicative of the high quality and potential
value of their research.

As the director of Ball State's Public Health
Entomology Laboratory and member of the
Department of Physiology and Health Science,
Pinger relates his interest in Lyme disease to his
concern that the disease apparently is spreading
to other parts of the United States, including
Indiana. The symptoms and effects of Lyme
disease, not usually fatal, are nevertheless quite
painful and debilitating. The disease may begin
as a skin rash or irritation that follows the bite of
a tick that is carrying the bacterium. If not
treated promptly with antibiotics, the disease
can invade the heart and nervous system and
can cause painful swelling of joints similar to
arthritis. Berkley Bedell, a United States
congressman from Iowa, was infected with
Lyme disease after a fishing trip in Virginia.
Complications from the disease were so painful
and long-lasting that Bedell retired from his seat
in the House of Representatives because he was
physically unable to carry out his duties.
Pinger expects his research on the tick
populations of Indiana to reveal whether the
disease has spread into Indiana. In fact, the first
deer tick in Indiana was collected from a deer
killed in northwestern Indiana in October 1987.
With funds from the AREA grant, Pinger has
hired a laboratory technician, purchased some
sophisticated research equipment, and is able to
dedicate a higher percentage of his time during
the summers and throughout the academic year

STOP

LYME DISEASE
The object of Dr. Pinger's research

Dr. Robert Pinger, director of
Ball State's Public Health and
Entomology Laboratory, works with
students Todd Glancy (left) and
Paul Broderick to prepare culture
medium for tick-borne bacteria.

obert Pinger's AREA grant supported
an expansion of his research on Lyme
disease, an infectious disease
transmitted by a certain species of tick.
So named because of its discovery in 1975 in the
small town of Olde Lyme in southeastern
Connecticut, the disease is principally found in
coastal areas from Delaware to Massachusetts
and in Wisconsin and Minnesota. Pinger and
other public health entomologists have learned
that the preferred host for the tick that transmits
the Lyme disease bacterium is the white-tailed
deer.
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Dr. Mohammad Behforouz and
student assistant research the
development of lavendamycin.

to this project. Lyme disease is now the most
commonly reported tick-borne disease in the
United States. For that reason alone, Indiana's
residents have a stake in the success of Pinger's
research . It should also be noted that Pinger
was selected as co-recipient (with Raymond
Dean) of the university's Outstanding
Researcher Award in 1986-87 in view of his
research on Rocky Mountain spotted fever,
Lyme disease, and other infectious diseases.
Dr. Behforouz, Department of
Chemistry, and student assistant
separate a mixture of compounds
by column chromatography.
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ike Robert Pinger, Dr. Mohammad
Behforouz of Ball State's Department of
Chemistry is concerned about ~he
public health implication~ of hIS .
research. Specifically, Behforouz IS search~g for
an efficient way to synthesize lavendamycm, an
antitumor, antibiotic agent fu: st ~iscovered by
scientists at Bristol laboratorIes m 1981.
Lavendamycin has been found to be effective
against a certain kind of leukemia and a number
of fungal diseases.
.
An organic chemist, Behforouz receIved tw~
grants to support his research on lavendamycm,
with the awards coming from both the NIH
AREA grant program and the Petroleum
Research Fund of the American Chemical
Society. These funds provide salary support,
equipment, chemicals, other supplies, and
stipends for graduate and undergraduate
students as well as a visiting research scholar to
assist Behforouz on the project.
Behforouz hopes to make the drug by a
simpler route than the present methods. "When
chemists synthesize a drug, they often can
.
modify it and make it more potent;' he
explained. "It's also possible to make changes m
the structure of a drug that could eliminate
unwanted side effects. We are working in an
area that is new, so it is possible that we will
find aspect,~ of the drug that have not been
uncovered.
Behforouz takes issue with the notion that
scientific research is a totally objective process.
"The type of research characterized by organic
synthesis is an art," he emphasized. "The
researcher needs to use intuition, imagination,
and, of course, knowledge in order to achieve
lasting results. New discoveries that are
accomplished through this type of research are
invaluable in expanding our knowledge of
organic chemistry and medical science:'

I

I

I

Alice Bennett of the Department of Biology is
likewise involved in research related to
increasing our knowledge about the cause and
treatment of a certain type of cancer. Her
project involves a study of the level and type of
fatty a~ids in the diet and their possible
relationship to the development of breast
cancer. Bennett began her research on this
subjeCt in 1973 and now, with an NIH AREA
grant, is able to devote considerably more
attention to it.
The procedure Bennett is following involves
the regulation of four experimental diets using
a mouse model, to determine the effect of
different kinds of fats in the diet upon the
production of tumors. She expects the results of
the study to provide important information
about the roles of fatty acids in the tumorigenic
process. Bennett also hopes that the study may
form the basis of further studies in humans. "Is
there a dietary recommendation that we can
make about fatty acids in the diet and the risks
of cancer?" Bennett asks. '1\t this time, we
really don't know what effects such fats as
polyunsaturates are having, but the bottom line
is certainly that all fats are not alike:'
Bennett's AREA grant gives her the resources
to carry out the project for an eighteen-month
period that began in September 1986. In
addition to her own assigned time on the
project, Bennett is using the funds to cover the
expenses of a laboratory technician, as well as
travel and publication costs. She will also be
using several student assistants on the project
and is quick to point out the advantages to
students who work on these programs. In her
view, not only do such experiences increase a
student's base of knowledge in the field; they
are vital for an understanding of the process of
scientific research. Direct research experience
with a senior professor also increases a
student's potential for future employment.
"Many of our students have gone on to
outstanding graduate programs or to successful
careers in research laboratories across
America," Bennett stated.

o AlI Be
), Department of Biology, and assistants
study different fats and how they affect health.

ight micrograph of cell with large
swirls indicating annulate lamellae

)r. Larry Ganion, professor of
hysiology and health science, and
graduate student prepare a lab
ish for examination in the electron

L

arry Ganion of the Department of
Physiology and Health Science received
Ball State's fourth AREA grant in the
NIH competition in 1986. Ganion's
project involved an examination of organelles
known as annulate lamellae, found in many
types of cells but at various stages in their
development. A cell biologist, Ganion is
interested in reaching a better understanding of
the function of this organelle.
'1\nnulate lamellae are found in the cytoplasm
of cells and were first discovered over thirty
years ago;' Ganion explains. "We are now
speculating that this organelle may have
something to do with ribonucleic acid (RNA),
and may playa role in the transfer of genetic
information from the nucleus to the cytoplasm:'
He will therefore be testing the hypothesis of a
possible relationship between annulate lamellae
and messenger RNA.
Ganion's project falls into the category of basic
research. "1 find cells fascinating subjects for
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Dr. Ganion (right)
assistants Daniel
and Kristin Bergda

s research

proteins through the same type of chemical .
change. This modification is called methylatIon,
and the compound that provides the methyl
groups is called adenosylmet~ionine. ~e
objective of Garcia's research IS to exaInI?e the
regulation of the enzyme that causes thIS
modification.
Garcia's study, therefore, includes purification
of the enzyme from yeast and hyphal cells of a
dimorphic mold. Eventually, Garcia expects t~~t
the results of his research may lead to the abilIty
to modify cell chemistry in such a W?y ~s to be
useful in treating infectious or pSYChIatrIC
diseases as well as cancer. Garcia is using the
AREA funds for the support of his own
research, the hiring of a laboratory technician,
research;' he points out. "Cells are the basic
the use of a graduate assistant, equipment, and
structural and functional units of the body. By
scientific materials.
increasing our knowledge of cells, we inevitably
After three years, it is possible to draw some
expand our knowledge of the body. You can't
conclusions about the effect of the AREA grant
have a healthy body without healthy cells:' As
program upon scientific research at Ball State.
with his fellow scientists, Ganion is using his
First, virtually every recipient of an ARE~ award
AREA grant to acquire the necessary time,
emphasizes the fact that these grants are Ideally
equipment, and supplies to complete the
suited to an institution such as Ball State. By
project. He, too, is using the services of a
freeing up research time, providing for
graduate assistant to help with the study.
purchases of new equipment, and making
possible the acquisition of additional technical
inally, Roberto Garcia of the Department assistance, these awards allow faculty to do
of Biology received an NIH AREA award scientific research that previously was not
in 1987 to pursue a basic research study
possible. Second, the availability of the~e grants
involving the physiology of cells. His
has given the scientists another way to mvolve
project is entitled "Regulation of Sstudents in these projects and thereby improve
Adenosylmethionine Synthetase:' Garcia's
scientific instruction. Dr. Ganion, for example,
background knowledge of the ~ltrastructur: of a credits the AREA grant program with fostering a
cell and his biochemical expertIse are enablmg
renewed interest in science among many Ball
him to probe the activities of a cell at the
State undergraduate and graduate students. As
molecular level. In his research, he shows that a these projects are completed and the results
cell may regulate the expression of selected
become available, it appears likely that Ball State
genes by chemically changing the DNA
scientists will be participants in the AREA
molecule.
program well into the next decade.
In addition, Garcia has done research to show
that a cell may regulate the activity of

F

Dr. Robert Garcia, professor of biology, and his
research team (left to right): Ward Jones, Tom Lane,
and Kathryn Foss

Dr. Garcia and student ensuring the purity of the microorganism used for enzyme studies
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Teacher Preparation for a New Era in Education
u

hroughout the United States,
educational forecasters are now
predicting a serious shortage of
qualified public school teachers, a
shortage that promises to be particularly acute
by the beginning of the 1990s. Already, many
regions of the United States are reporting
serious shortages of qualified teachers of
science, mathematics, foreign languages, and
elementary and special education.
Ball State University's programs in teacher
preparation have been one of its historic
strengths. In addition to preparing teachers for
careers in public education, Ball State's teachereducators are now vigorously involved in
helping accredited teachers to address new
subject areas or to develop different teaching
skills. For example, Rita Cardiol, the chairperson
of the Department of Foreign Languages, was
involved during the summers of 1986 and 1987
in a project funded by the Indiana Department
of Education that created an introductory
program in Chinese for a selected group of
Indiana's secondary school foreign language
teachers. So successful was this program that
the Department of Education recently extended
additional awards to Cardiol: one to administer
a study tour of China for the original
participants in this program, and one to initiate
a similar teacher-training program in Japanese.
Other funded programs designed to improve
teaching give a profile of the university's
strengths as the importance of quality in
education is returning to the fore. Ball State
educators are offering additional professional
training to educators in the subjects of special
education, adult education, consumer and
homemaking education, the education of the
gifted and talented, economics education, and
in-service opportunities for teachers employed
by the Indiana Department of Corrections. In
almost all of these programs, the university is
building upon foundations established in
previous years.
Dale Lawver, chairperson of the Department
of Special Education, is currently in the second
year of a three-year project designed to lead to
professional certification for prospective teachers
of emotionally disturbed or hearing-impaired
children, or children with learning disabilities.
Funded by the United States Department of
Education, this program's most unusual
component involves Dr. Lawver's recruitment, as
participants in this project, of persons who hold
college degrees but are not certified in special
education.

T

Dr. Rita Gardiol (right),
chairperson of the foreign
languages department, and Yan Li,
a Chinese graduate student, select
materials for an intoductory
program in Chinese.

Dr. Dale Lawver, chairperson of the special education department, looks over
a lesson of special education preschoolers.
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(Left to right) Dr. DeVon Yoho,
director of the Center of Economic
Education, with Delco Battery
general supervisor Wayne Weston,
Ball State business-teacher intern
Jeffery Hensley, and Delco Battery
plant manager Tom Thise.
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"We saw an opportunity here to retrain
people who had become interested in a
teaching career but who had I2reviously taken a
different occupational path," Lawver said.
"Several people who had been laid off from
their jobs in business or industry quite rightly
saw this program as an opportunity to make a
career change. It was also a chance for us to
open some doors for people who had been
affected by changes in the economy:'
As a result, Lawver discovered that the
response to the program was "fantastic" once
the university announced it. Applicants from
all over the United States asked to be enrolled
in the program's twenty available spaces.
Lawver and his colleagues designed the
program to offer scholarships for the students
chosen as participants. In turn, the students
completed the necessary course work for
certification in one of the program's three areas
in one year's time. The students completed the
university and state requirements for
certification in special education and were also
required to take twelve hours of training in
computer methodology. The special education
department also offered direct experience
working with emotionally disturbed or hearingimpaired students or students with learning
disabilities at various schools in central
Indiana. Working with Lawver on the project
are three of his colleagues, John Merbler, Don
Ahlersmeyer, and Dean Twining.
The timing for such a program could not
have been better. "There's a nationwide
shortage of special education teachers," Lawver
observed. "Many states, including Indiana, are
willing to make available a financial incentive to
students who want to become certified in this
field:' In fact, several of the students who
completed their certification requirements after
one year have already been placed in teaching
positions. Lawver also mentioned that he had
received many requests from educators
throughout the country who wanted additional
information about the methods Ball State used
to implement this program.

Training teachers is also the primary objective
of DeVon Yoho, a member of the Department of
Economics and the director of the Center for
Economic Education (CEE). Ball State's unit is I
affiliated with the Indiana Council on Economic I
Education (ICEE), which, in turn, is associated
with the national Joint Council on Economic
I
Education headquartered in New York. Each
year, Yoho conducts at least four in-service
workshops for secondary teachers of economics
who are employed with school districts in
central Indiana. Yoho also oversees a wideranging dissemination of literature and
curriculum materials to economics teachers in
the region and nation.
The Center for Economic Education's major
efforts in externally funded programs began
shortly after Yoho joined the Ball State faculty
in 1978. With the encouragement of Dr. Joseph
B. Black, Jr., then the dean of the College of
Business, Yoho devised and implemented a
Teacher-Business Intern Program funded
primarily by area businesses. The TeacherBusiness Intern Program was then instituted as
a joint venture involving Ball State, the Indiana
Council for Economic Education, and the
Muncie-Delaware County Chamber of
Commerce. In 1985, the Anderson Area
Chamber of Commerce and Anderson
businesses and teachers joined the program.

T

eachers who wished to participate in
the program submitted competitive
proposals to companies of their choice
for summer internships. The objective I
of the program was to increase teachers'
understanding of economics by allowing them to
participate in a business environment and then
translating that experience back into the
classroom.
Since 1979, fourteen corporations in Muncie
and Anderson have participated in the TeacherBusiness Intern Program: Mutual Home Savings
Bank; Marsh Supermarkets, Incorporated; A. E.
Boyce; Indiana Bell Telephone; Warner Gear;
Delco Battery; Delco Remy; Detroit Diesel
Allison; Ball Corporation; Muncie Newspapers,
Incorporated; Westinghouse; Maxon
Corporation; Fisher Guide; and St. John's
Medical Center. Teachers who are selected for
the program participate in a brief economics
content workshop under Yohds direction at the
outset of the experience and then begin their
actual work with the businesses. The teacherbusiness interns have completed a number of
creative projects for their sponsors, including
market research surveys, microcomputer
programs and applications, instructional and
training manuals for blue-collar and white-collar
workers, and plant security procedures.
Looking to the future, Yoho expects the
Teacher-Business Intern Program to expand
along with other elements of the center's work.
In keeping with the delivery of many of the
courses in the College of Business's master of
business administration program by television to
various sites throughout Indiana, Yoho hopes to
be able to offer in-service instruction to
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Dr. Joseph Rawlings, dean of the
School of Continuing Education,
welcomes instructors from penal
institutions to a series of
workshops.

economics teachers through the use of
electronic technology.
While Dale Lawver and DeVon Yoho have
been involved with preparing teachers for
traditional settings, James Danglade of the
School of Continuing Education has been
working with a different group of teachers in a
less traditional environment. Along with his
colleagues Edward Ratliff and Thomas Ray,
Danglade has been the administrative leader of
a program designed to offer in-service training
to a designated group of administrators and
instructional staff of the Indiana Department of
Correction. This program lasted throughout the
1986-87 academic year with the objective of
upgrading the professional skills of teachers
who dealt with Indiana prison inmates, ages
16-21, who had serious learning disabilities.
The emphasis in this program was to offer the
participating teachers instruction designed to
improve the reading and mathematics skills of
their students.

D

anglade organized a faculty team
from Ball State to hold in-service
workshops for the correction
personnel at various sites across
Indiana. The faculty team included Kay Stickle
and Thomas Schroeder from elementary
education, John Klem from educational
psychology, Jeannette Jones from special
education, and Alice Robold from mathematical
sciences.
Danglade believes that the program
accomplished its objective. Furthermore, the
research potential for such an effort is
significant. "Sociologists and criminologists are
now starting to give closer attention to the
possible connection between learning disabilities
and deviant behavior;' he explains. "Ball State
has administered the higher education program
at the Pendleton Reformatory since 1976, and
prison officials there have documented a marked

decline in recidivism among the inmates who
take courses there:'
Because of their experience in administering
the program at the Pendleton Reformatory,
acquired in the course of funded programs such
as Danglade's, Ball State's faculty are well
qualified to make a contribution to Indiana's
criminal justice system. If, as seems possible, an
inability to learn sometimes contributes to the
development of deviant behavior, the ability of
Ball State educators to help certain populations
of prison inmates to overcome learning
handicaps may prove to be a major step forward
in reducing the number of repeat offenders in
Indiana.
While faculty members like Dale Lawver,
DeVon Yoho, and James Danglade have been
active in providing specialized types of training
Dr. James Danglade, assistant dean
for credit class extension in
continuing education, offered
numerous training programs to
staff members of correctional
institutions.
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to teachers, several of their colleagues have
received grants to develop curricula and
teaching materials in various ~reas of
elementary and secondary education. These
materials reflect the new approaches and
teaching techniques present in virtually every
academic discipline. The work of Thomas
Wright of the industry and technology
department, Audrey Finn and Jeannette Miller
of the home economics department, James
McElhinney of the Center for Lifelong
Education (CLLE), and Penny Kolloff, the
coordinator of the Gifted and Talented Program
at Burris Laboratory School, deals with such
innovations.
Tom Wright was part of a recent effort to
make a major shift in the direction of the
curriculum for industrial education throughout
America. As a participant in an organization
known as the Jackson's Mill Curriculum Theory
Project, Wright joined with a small group of
other scholars during the early 1980s in an
effort designed to change the industrial
education curriculum from its traditional
"wood shop/metal shop" approach to one that
embraces recent advances in industrial
technology.
Because of his experience with the Jackson's
Mill Project, Wright organized a plan to find
external funding for many of his ideas in
curriculum development. In 1985, Wright and
his colleague Ray Shackleford, also of the
Department of Industry and Technology,
received a major grant from the Technical
Foundation of America that enabled them to
establish a Center for Industrial and Technical
Education at Ball State. The grant runs for five
years and specifies that Wright, Shackleford,
and three other colleagues, Ron Kovac, Dick
Henak, and Rich Seymour, will design, write,
publish, and disseminate 120 learning activities
Dr. Ray Shackelford (left), Center
for Implementing Technology
Fducation co-director, and
Dr. Thomas Wright, CITE director,
demonstrate robotic programming.
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annually to secondary industrial arts teachers
throughout the United States. The learning
activities are categorized according to the major
themes of construction, manufacturing,
communication, and transportation.
Wright and Shackleford discovered that the
best means of disseminating the learning
activities was by subscription to teachers,
school districts, and colleges and universities.
By the third year of the grant in 1987, they had
successfully enlisted two hundred subscribers
for the activities, in more than thirty states and
the province of Alberta, Canada.
The award Wright received from the Technical
Foundation of America has also served as a
springboard for securing other resources. He
has received three grants from the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers (SME) that enabled
him to develop materials for elementary
teachers who wish to introduce tv-eir students
to some basic manufacturing concepts. The
SME also supported another of Wright and
Shackelford's projects, one that was designed to
offer basic instruction in computer-assisted
design (CAD) techniques to secondary
students.
udrey Finn and Jeanette Miller of the
Department of Home Economics are
concerned with upgrading the
curriculum and teaching materials in
consumer and homemaking education. Since
1986, Finn and Miller have received five valuable
grants from the Indiana Board of Vocational and
Technical Education, now the State Commission
of Vocational Technical Education. In one grant
project, Miller surveyed the needs and interests
of adults and she and Finn produced a
handbook for teachers of adult and consumer
education. In a second project, they field-tested
this handbook. In a third, the handbook is
being made available to teachers, social service
agencies, and business groups.
The fourth award Finn and Miller received
went to support their ambitious effort to revise
the curriculum materials for secondary
consumer and homemaking courses in Indiana's
middle schools and high schools. Although Finn
and Miller led and coordinated the study, the
project is a collaboration with their colleagues at
Purdue University and Indiana State University.
The writing was done by forty home economics
teachers in the state.
As Miller explained: "The basic curriculum in
our field has not been revised since the early
1970s, and a whole new set of issues have
emerged in the meantime:' These issues involve
child care, energy, and food preparation, among
other phenomena. The curriculum materials that
Finn and Miller are preparing include units in
Consumer Education and Resource
Management, Housing, Child Development and
Family Relations, Nutrition and Foods, and
Textiles and Clothing. In a fifth grant project,
Finn and Miller field-tested the materials in fifty
Indiana public school districts in the autumn of
1987 and hope to have them available for
classroom use by the fall of 1988.

A

Finn and Miller believe that these materials
will have a lasting significance, especially since
they constitute the first major curriculum
revision in the field in more than fifteen years.
The materials will inevitably affect the teaching
of consumer and homemaking education in
Indiana throughout the 1990s.
atnes McElhinney of Ball State's Center for
Lifelong Education is a persistent advocate
of programs that enhance educational
opportunities for adult learners. 'We
define adult education as any learning that
helps adults do their jobs more effectively, and
to live rich, full lives;' he maintains. Without a
doubt, a reading of the current literature on
adult education reveals that McElhinney's
definition is widely accepted. Some of the
largest educational investments are being made
today by corporations, labor unions, local school
districts, the ·military, and colleges and
universities that are helping to train, and
sometimes re-train, adults to function better in
the workplace and in society.
In keeping with the objective of helping adults
do their jobs more effectively, McElhinney and
the Center for Lifelong Education were granted
funding from the Indiana Department of
Education for the continuation of an Indiana
Adult Education Resource Center, based in
Indianapolis but chartered to provide supportive
services to school-based adult education
activities throughout the state. The Center for
Lifelong Education administers the Resource
Center in cooperation with the Indianapolis
Public Schools; McElhinney regards the resource
center as one of CLLE's vital service programs.
The grant is renewable annually, and
McElhinney has employed an executive director
for the resource center, Timmie Steinbrugge,
who coordinates the various services the center
makes available statewide. Steinbrugge and her
staff, besides themselves furnishing many
services directly, also function as educational
brokers for adult educators throughout Indiana
by offering local and regional training programs,
disseminating literature and teaching materials,
working with advisory committees and
volunteers, and keeping intact a network of
adult educators. Steinbrugge also oversees the
work of the resource center's staff of four in
Indianapolis. The resource center's role as a
clearinghouse for information about adult
education makes it especially valuable for
teachers and administrators who often have
other responsibilities in addition to serving adult
learners. For the past two academic years, the
center has assumed the additional responsibility
of serving as the State Literacy Center for
Indiana.
McElhinney and the Center for Lifelong
Education have witnessed the expansion of the
resource center's influence in Indiana over the
past five years. He is convinced that the
resource center, besides serving the adult
education community well, also functions
effectively as a partnership of the Indiana
Department of Education, Ball State, and the
Indianapolis Public Schools. "Established to

J

provide services, the resource center has also
provided opportunities for adult educators to
complete research and to analyze existing
research, and will facilitate the efforts of others
who wish to complete research using the
populations served:'
At another point on the educational
continuum, Ball State has taken a leadership
role in developing programs for teachers and
students involved in gifted and talented
education in Indiana. Penny Kolloff, coordinator
of the Gifted and Talented Program at the Burris
Laboratory School, has received contracts from
the state Department of Education every year
since 1983 to design programs and materials
with the purpose of developing and expanding
opportunities for gifted students in Indiana.

Child development is an area of
focus for Drs. Audrey Finn (left)
and Jeanette Miller, Department
of Home Economics.

Dr. James McElhinney, director of
the Center for Lifelong Education
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Burris School's gifted and talented
program coordinator, Dr. Penny
Kolloff, assists students to achieve
higher levels of learning.
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As coordinator of this program at Burris,
Kolloff has witnessed the increased emphasis
recently given to more effective instruction for
outstanding students. The Gifted and Talented
Program now offers a resource center
containing materials that can be requested and
used by teachers throughout Indiana. A second
component is a referral service for school
I
districts wishing to benefit from the services of
trained teaching professionals in this field.
Kolloff also develops follow-up and recognition
activities for Indiana students in grades seven
and eight with high achievement records. For I
example, in the spring of 1987, Kolloff organized
a statewide program in which more than eleven
hundred gifted students participated in
activities ranging from visits to the flight
simulator at Purdue University to visits to the
Indiana University School of Medicine to
witness the latest advances in medical
technology.
Kolloff believes that the current emphasis on
excellence in education will become more
important in the future. For that reason, she
contends that educators need to address some
fundamental issues related to education of the
gifted and talented. Educators need to develop
more appropriate curricula for outstanding
learners. Moreover, they will have to devise
better procedures for identifying gifted and
talented students by improving diagnostic
techniques. Finally, Kolloff is encouraging her
colleagues to devote more time to the
professional preparation of school personnel
who work with gifted students. She points out
that not only teachers but also principals and
guidance counselors will require skills in this
area.
Gifted and talented programs have been
instituted quickly, even hastily, in many school
districts throughout Indiana. As a result,
teachers and administrators now confront the
task of developing a long-term plan for
integrating gifted and talented educational
programs into the framework of a school
corporation's curriculum.
Kolloff remains optimistic about the future of
gifted and talented education in Indiana. She
believes that the state has made a major
commitment to this task, and considerable
progress is evident, especially in the past three
years. With more gifted and talented programs
now being instituted in Indiana, the outlook
appears especially bright for this facet of public
education.
Excellence in education has emerged as a
major social issue during this decade. Faced
with the necessity of preparing students for
participation in a culturally diverse society and
a global economy, educators are approaching
their tasks with a renewed sense of urgency.
The programs that Ball State has initiated
within the past decade will stand Indiana's
educational community in good stead as it
meets the demands of the 1990s.

Ball State University and Middletown

merica still retains a fondness and
curiosity about the values and mores
of its small and mid-sized cities and
communities. The social and
economic life of small-town America has been
the subject of numerous works of fiction and
nonfiction. Nowhere has this fascination with
small-town America been more evident than in
the study of Muncie, Indiana, the home
community of Ball State University.
During the 1920s and 1930s, Muncie became
the laboratory for two major sociological studies,
Middletown and Middletown in Transition, written
by Robert and Helen Merrell Lynd. The Lynds
chose to study Muncie because of the city's size
and location in America's north-central industrial
region, its rapid population growth during the
period 1910-20, its population profile of
Americans descended from largely western
European origins, and its political importance as
the county seat of Delaware County. The
concept of Muncie as "Middletown;' the socalled prototypical midwestern American city,
that emerged from the two Lynd studies
established for later generations of social
scientists a framework for analyzing the scope of
an important section of urban America.
Although the Lynd studies were widely
acknowledged as models of sociological analysis,
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Val nut Street, looking north from
ew Muncie Hotel, 502 S. Walnut
treet, May 1923

ysor Grand Theatre, southwest
corner of Jackson and Mulberry
Streets, Muncie, with crowd
waiting in front, ca. 1921-1925

hoto~ courtesy of W. A. Swift
Photo Collection, Special
Collections, Bracken Library, Ball
Stale University, Muncie, Indiana
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Bell Telephone switchboard
and operators, ca. 1922-1925

Charles K. Drago Fruit and
Vegetable Market exterior, 104 W.
Charles Street, ca. 1926-1930

very little serious examination of the social,
political, and economic life of Muncie appeared
in the four decades that followed the
publication of the two Middletown books. Such
a lack of study was curious, especially in view
of the attention the Lynds' studies brought to
Muncie. The Muncie community nonetheless
continued to grow throughout the post-World
War II period and, in the process, encountered
many of the same urban problems experienced
by other midwestern cities.
By the mid-1970s a group of Ball State
historians and sociologists began taking a closer
look at the university's home community,
especially in the light of new trends in urban
history, social history, and urban sociology. In
1974 and 1975, historians Dwight Hoover, Paul
Mitchell, and Warren Vander Hill and English
professor Joseph Trimmer received two grants
from the Indiana Committee for the
Humanities (ICH) to fund two public
programs, "Middletown Man: The Human Side
of Life in Muncie, Indiana" and "Getting a
Living: Working in Middletown:' Each of these
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programs explored the social, political, and
cultural aspects of Muncie, both during the
present era and in the period since the Lynds'
studies. Shortly afterward, the ICH funded
Mitchell's study of blacks in Muncie, entitled
simply "Black Middletown:' As subsequent
events proved, the ICH was to playa significant
role in the resurgence of scholarly interest in
Muncie.
In 1976, a research team of faculty from the
University of Virginia and Brigham Young
University, supported by a five-year grant from
the National Science Foundation (NSF), came
to Muncie and began work on the Middletown
III Project, a research program aimed at
updating the findings of the original Lynd
studies. John Hewitt of Ball State's Department
of Criminal Justice and Criminology and
Dwight Hoover assisted the principal
investigators for the Middletown III Project,
Theodore Caplow of the University of Virginia
and Howard Bahr and Bruce Chadwick of
Brigham Young University, in gathering data for
the study. As a result of the Middletown III
research, which ended in 1981, Caplow, Bahr,
and Chadwick published Middletown Families:
Fifty Years of Change and Continuity (1982); All
Faithful People (1983), which included chapters
by Joseph Tamney, professor of sociology,
Dwight Hoover, and Reverend Lawrence Martin
of Muncie's First Presbyterian Church; and the
recent book focusing on Middletown Now, which
has just been sent to the publisher. In addition,
the project has resulted in the publication of
more than fifty scholarly articles by Caplow
and his colleagues as well as faculty at Ball
State, the University of Michigan, and a variety
of other universities.

W

hile the Middletown III Project was
in progress, Hoover, Vander Hill,
and Trimmer were also working on
a major project themselves. In
collaboration with the well-known New York
film producer Peter Davis, they began the
research that eventually led to the production of
the widely acclaimed Middletown film series,
shown on PBS stations throughout America in
1982-83. This series, which explored the
prevailing religious, political, athletic,
educational, and economic climate of Muncie,
was supported by sizable grants from the Xerox
Corporation and the National Endowment for
the Humanities.
The ambitious nature of the Middletown III
Project and the publicity surrounding the
Middletown film series during the late 1970s and
early 1980s tended to obscure the fact that
several Ball State researchers, encouraged by
Dwight Hoover and John Hewitt, were also
studying the community. A Center for
Middletown Studies Advisory Committee came
into existence at that time, chaired by Hoover
and consisting of members from both the
university and community. In concert with Ball
State archivist David Tambo, Hoover began a
process of identifying, collecting, and cataloging
items of local historical interest to be kept in Ball
State's Bracken Library. The collection builds
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upon the diligent, painstaking work of former
history professor Althea Stoeckel, who, in the
1960s, acquired and organized many of the
important public records of Delaware County
and established separate Delaware County
Archives in the university library.
This work was a prelude to more ambitious
studies that began appearing in the late 1970s
and early 1980s. In 1979-80, for example,
Hoover obtained a grant from the Lilly
Endowment to acquire the collection of the
Swift family photographs, taken by one of
Muncie's well-known commercial
photographers during the 1920s. In 1981, Ball
State's Bureau of Business Research published
historian Bruce Geelhoed's study, Bringing Wall
Street to Main Street: The Story of K. J. Brown and
Company, 1931-1981, one of the first histories
written about a successful Muncie business
enterprise.
In 1984, the Ball State University
administration took a major step forward by
naming Dwight Hoover as the first director of
the Center for Middletown Studies and
assigning him the task of developing a
continuous program of scholarly research on
Muncie, by both Ball State scholars and other
researchers. Since that time, a considerable
number of studies, conferences, grants, and
other programs have appeared, providing
additional support to the argument that
Muncie does indeed have a significant cultural
tradition.
Under Hoover's direction, the Center for
Middletown Studies began a series of initiatives
to focus close attention on several different
aspects of Muncie. An internally funded faculty
associates program came into existence, and
faculty from the Departments of Art, Criminal
Justice, History, Landscape Architecture,
Sociology, Theatre, and Urban Studies were
successful in having proposals funded.
Hoover also invited distinguished social
scientists and humanists from other universities
to visit Ball State and serve as scholars-inresidence during the academic year. Professors
Bruce Chadwick and Howard Bahr, two
participants in the Middletown III Project,
delivered guest lectures at Ball State in 1986, as
did Professor Kenneth Jackson of Columbia
University, the author of the book Crabgrass

Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States.
Professor Duane Alwin, research director at the
University of Michigan's Institute for Social
Research, gave two lectures on campus and
worked at the center during the fall of 1986
analyzing data from the Middletown III Project
in his examination of parental expectations of
children. Professor David Nye, a scholar widely
respected for his studies dealing with
municipal electrification in the United States,
also spent time at the center and delivered a
lecture in 1986.
t the same time Hoover and his
colleagues did not neglect their own
search for external funds to support
their research programs. In 1985,
Hoover and Hewitt received two grants from the
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Muncie, Indiana-Middletown
U.S.A.-the focus of numerous
books

Indiana Committee for the Humanities to
produce a slide-tape presentation, and later a
videotaped version of the same show, entitled
"My Grandfather's Middletown." This
presentation was produced in two versions, one
intended for school-age audiences, and the
other for adult audiences. More than two
thousand local residents viewed this production,
which featured a depiction of life in Muncie
during the 1920s as seen in the Swift
photographs. The videotaped version of "My
Grandfather's Middletown" was also broadcast
twice on WIPB-TV in Muncie.
In 1987, Hoover received two grants from the
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).
The first, for a project entitled "Values in Small
Town America:' funded a summer seminar for
secondary teachers who visited Muncie for a
five-week period in July and August 1987. The
seminar involved an examination of American
social life in small towns during the 1920s.
Participants read the two Lynd studies as well as

Dr. Dwight Hoover (left), professor
of history and director of the Center
for Middletown Studies, and codirector Dr. John Hewitt, professor
of criminal justice and criminology,
have encouraged Ball State
researchers to study the Muncie
community.
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Ball Corporation, Maxon
Corporation, and Ontario
Corporation have been studied
by Ball State faculty.
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two of Sinclair Lewis's novels, Babbitt and Main
Street. They also examined the Middletown III
data and viewed the Middletown film series.
The fifteen participants in the seminar came
from several states, and the United States
Information Agency (USIA) financed the
participation of one teacher from France and
another from Yugoslavia.
Hoover's second grant from the NEH enabled
him to gather data about Muncie's business and
economic climate during the city's early years
in the 1860s and 1870s. The bulk of the research
for this study was completed at Harvard
University's Baker Library, where Hoover
examined a collection of financial data
regarding the economic growth of American
cities, including Muncie, during the last half of
the nineteenth century.
The collaborative work that the Department
of History, Bureau of Business Research, and
Center for Middletown Studies began with the
business community in the early 1980s
continues. Ball State faculty received several
grants from the local business community to
fund historical research dealing with Muncie
businesses. Between 1984 and 1986, Ball
Corporation retained Geelhoed as the principal
collaborator with John W. Fisher, then the
chairman of the board of the corporation, to
publish an account of Fisher's career with the
company spanning the past five decades.
Fisher's study, entitled Managing Change: How to
Grow a Modern Enterprise, dealt with his
experiences in the senior management of Ball
Corporation as well as his contributions to the
American manufacturing industry.
In 1985-86, the management of Maxon
Corporation provided a grant to Geelhoed and
Hoover to complete a revised, updated version
of the company's history. The original Maxon
history had been written by the late Lowell
Crouse, a long-time senior executive with the
company, before he retired from the business in
1976. Geelhoed and Hoover researched the
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company's recent history and then combined
their account with that of Crouse to make a
new revised version. The finished study, Maxon
Corporation: The First Seventy Years, appeared in
the summer of 1986.
Finally, Geelhoed received a grant from
Ontario Corporation in 1986 to assist Van P.
Smith, Ontario Corporation's chief executive
officer, on an edition of the speeches he
delivered while serving as the chairman of the
board of the United States Chamber of
Commerce in 1984-85. The speeches were
published in 1987 in a volume entitled Freedom
and Opportunity.

O

bviously, Hoover and his social
science colleagues have accomplished
a great deal, in a comparatively short
time, toward their objective of
developing the Center for Middletown Studies
into a valuable research institute. The center has
been a source of support for serious research on
Muncie through its program of internal grants
and sponsorship of outstanding visiting
scholar/lecturers. Hoover has also encouraged
Ball State scholars to present the results of their
research before local community groups and at
scholarly conferences. At the present time, the
fact that numerous "outside" scholars are now
visiting the Center for Middletown Studies to
I conduct their own research is evidence that
Hoover has successfully publicized its existence.
A major question, then, is, What does the
future hold for the Center for Middletown
Studies after such a productive decade? On that
I
subject, John Hewitt, Hoover's principal
associate at the center, has two definite views.
First, Hewitt believes that the center will become
increasingly valuable as a resource for scholars
outside the Ball State community. To a certain
extent, such a development is already
happening. In 1986-87, the center began a new
quarterly publication, The Social Change Report.
Edited by Theodore Caplow and co-edited by
Dwight Hoover and the French scholar Henri
Mendras, this newsletter is directed to the
informed general public. It includes items of
interest from Europe and America on trends in
social change as well as information about the
work of the Center for Middletown Studies.
Second, Hewitt believes that the center is now
beginning to realize its potential as a sponsor of
seminars and workshops for local and regional
historians as well as for secondary teachers. In
that respect, the NEH-funded summer seminar
on "Values in Small Town America" is an
important development in educating teachers
about the importance of local history and how it
can be taught in the classroom.
In summary, both the scholars associated with
the Center for Middletown Studies and the
other Ball State faculty who have published
studies dealing with Muncie have made
important contributions to the university and
community. Because of their efforts, both the
local community and the larger academic
community are better informed about the
history and cultural traditions of
Muncie/Middletown.

Serving the Hoosier Community

A

s a comprehensive university, Ball
State often encourages its faculty to
develop research programs that
establish connections between
research and public service. This emphasis is
especially valid in the realm of social work and
in providing services that benefit the elderly, the
business community, and state government.
Thus, the university faculty maintain their
commitment to improving the quality of life in
the various communities served by the
university while generating new knowledge that
can be useful in the classroom as well as for
publication in professional journals.
Applied research with a strong public service
component is hardly a recent development at
Ball State. For example, in 1945 the Department
of Speech Pathology and Audiology began
conducting a summer residential clinic and
workshop for children with speech and hearing
problems. This clinic, funded annually since
that time by the Psi Iota Xi sorority, is the major
philanthropic activity of that organization.
The primary purpose of the clinic is to provide
diagnostic and therapeutic services for children
from Indiana with speech and hearing
difficulties. Funds contributed by Psi Iota Xi
provide grants for the children to attend the
clinic and live at Ball State for a five-week
period. The Department of Speech Pathology
and Audiology makes the staff available for the
clinic. Richard Hoops, the department's
chairperson, considers this clinic a major
element of the speech and hearing program.
"Not only does this clinic offer a much-needed
service to the children and their families, it also
gives our faculty and research assistants another
opportunity to develop their professional skills.
When you consider that our department has
been administering this clinic for more than
forty years, you can begin to understand how it
has become such a distinctive facet of our entire
research and instructional effort:'
Another funded initiative that is largely a
summer enterprise involves the Department of
Theatre's recent effort to expand its summer
theatre performances to the Fort Wayne area.
Don laCasse, chairperson of the Department of
Theatre, describes the nature of this program:
"We're in the second year of a three-year project
designed to examine the feasibility of having our
Summer Theatre perform in both Muncie and
Fort Wayne. Our Summer Theatre has
performed for thirty-one consecutive years in
Muncie and, in 1986, we were asked by the Fort
Wayne Parks and Recreation Department to do a
series of shows at the Foellinger Tneatre in that

Pre

rs participating in a speech pathology and audiology clinic
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Feeding the carnivoro1Js:plant
"Audrey II" during Ba 'J State
Theatre's production of ,Little Shop
of Horrors
Dr. Don LaCasse, chairperson of
the Department of Theatre, joins
rehearsal of one of Ball State
Theatre's many productions.

city. We responded by doing four performances
but found that logistical difficulties made four
shows too ambitious a project. So, in 1987, we
scheduled two shows, Little Shop of Horrors and
Marne, for Fort Wayne in addition to our regular
season of four shows in Muncie:'
laCasse obtained funding from the Indiana
Arts Commission (lAC) and several private
foundations to support the expanded Summer
Theatre program. As he explained, liThe
support of the Indiana Arts Commission was
logical for this type of program in view of the
fact that the lAC is interested in funding
projects that will have an impact beyond the
range of a single community."
For the theatre department, a number of
benefits occurred as a result of the expanded
Summer Theatre. In the first place, the
performances in Fort Wayne provide an
additional experience for Ball State actors,
actresses, producers, and directors.

United
way
United Way logo

Social work faculty Ann Brown
(left) and Jan Holmes focus
research efforts on community
social problems.

Dr. Peg Hess (left), assistant
professor, Indiana University
School of Social Work, and Jan
Gildner, Ball State University
Department of Social Work, discuss
training sessions for child welfare
workers.
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Furthermore, laCasse also believes that the
program in Fort Wayne will assist the
department's efforts to recruit more students
who are considering the study of theatre at Ball
State.
aculty in Ball State's Department of
Social Work have recently made an
impressive record in attracting funding
for several applied research programs.
One key aspect of this research is the work
being done by Ann Brown in the university's
Social Research and Service Center. Since 1981,
Ann Brown and Jan Holmes, also of the social
work department, have received funding from
the federal government, state government, and
many east central Indiana agencies, including
the United Way of Delaware County, the United
Way of Huntington County, and other
community welfare organizations, for projects
designed to survey and assess the effectiveness
of various state and local social service
programs.
For example, in a recent Delaware County
study, Brown and Holmes did extensive
interviewing and compiled data that assessed
the seriousness of social problems in the
community. They also inventoried and analyzed
community resources available to deal with the
problems, including programs addressing
alcohol and drug abuse, teenage pregnancy, and
child abuse and neglect. A final report,
explaining the data and offering
recommendations for the improvement services,
was submitted to community leaders and
human-service agency directors.
Janis Gildner, another social work professor, is
also involved in an applied research program
dealing with professional training for child
welfare workers. Gildner is a participant in a
project in cooperation with the Indiana
University School of Social Work and the
Indiana Department of Public Welfare that is
designed to upgrade the professional skills of
child welfare workers throughout Indiana. This
grant enabled Gildner to develop a set of
curriculum materials and then instruct child
welfare workers how to use these materials in a
series of in-service seminars around the state.
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Harry Macy, the chairperson of the social
work department, believes that the IDPW
program was especially timely "because of
changes in federal and state laws:' Changes
occur routinely in child welfare services.
"These ,training seminars and curriculum
materials allow child welfare workers to remain
curren~." Furthermore, the experience provides
Gildner and other social work faculty with
opportunities for research and publication as
well as contact with many of the emerging
problems in the field, such as sexual abuse and
the provision of in-home services to at-risk
families.
A third funded research program in the social
work department involves Ron Dolon's award
of a Lilly Endowment Faculty Open Fellowship
for 1987-88. Dolon plans to spend the academic
year working as an adult protective service
worker in various places around Indiana, with
the objective of learning more about the abuse
of the elderly. During his tenure as a Lilly
fellow, Dolon will study such problems as
neglect, family violence, financial exploitation,
and poor nutrition. "To be a social work
practitioner, you have to practice," Dolon
observed. "I haven't been able to be involved
directly in the field for a number of years, and
the Lilly Open Fellowship will enable me to
work with police officers, nurses, physicians,
lawyers, and other social workers. With the
elderly population increasing in Indiana, we
need to recognize that services will have to be
provided for these people:'
Before beginning the year as a Lilly fellow,
Dolon visited several programs in the United
States that specialize in research dealing with
the needs of the elderly. Then, in October,
November, and December 1987, he worked in
the Marion County prosecutor's office before
spending the rest of the academic year with the
prosecutor's office in Madison County.
The development of programs designed to
benefit Indiana's senior citizens is also the
'objective of Gary Meunier, director of the
Institute for Gerontology. In 1986, Meunier
administered three awards provided by the
Indiana Health Care Association that offered

training for nursing home administrators,
nurses, social service directors, and other
professionals in the nursing home industry.
Peter Murk, a faculty member in the Center for
Lifelong Education, and Ron Dolan conducted
these training sessions. Murk and Dolan
emphasized such issues as patients' rights; the
physical, social, and emotional aspects of
aging; communications skills; and changes in
state and federal regulations that relate to the
care of the elderly.

Dr. Ronald Dolon, professor of
social work, consults with a
student assistant regarding
casework.

s Meunier explains, these projects
reflect one of the major purposes of
the Institute for Gerontology-training
professionals who belong to the
Indiana Health Care Association. But he also
adds, "Our underlying aim in this effort is not
merely to obtain grants but to influence the
industry in ways that we think it should be
influenced. The industry is still in its
developmental stages, and we receive numerous
requests for assistance:' By concentrating on the
medical, psychological, and emotional needs of
nursing home residents, Meunier believes that
the institute has a good potential for making a
positive impact on the management of healthcare facilities for Indiana's elderly population.
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Dr. Gary Meunier (standing),
director of the Institute of
Gerontology, presents a workshop
at a Muncie nursing home.
Counseling psychology and
gerontology doctoral student Gary
Vaughn enjoys a quiet moment
with a nursing home resident.
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Dr. Barbara A. Brecker with her
committee chairperson, Dr. Charles
Barke

A final example of research in contemporary
social issues is the work of Barbara Brecker
formerly a doctoral student in "Counseling ,
psychology who is now practicing
professionally in Texas. Brecker's dissertation,
"How Battered Women Cope: Cognitive
Appraisal, Coping Resources, and Coping
Strategies;' deals with the problem of wife
abuse and family violence. The purpose of
Brecker's study was to gain information about
the coping processes used by women who had
been subjects of family violence. As Brecker
argues, the issue of family violence, especially
forms of violence other than child abuse, has
received insufficient study over the past two
decades and deserves closer attention . Brecker's
thesis was selected as the university's
Outstanding Dissertation for 1987.

aculty in the College of Business are
develop~g research programs in key
I
areas of mterest to both the business and
academic communities. For example,
I John Fitzgerald of the finance department
received a grant from the Amerisure Companies
to study the reasons why some mutual
To smoke or not to smoke? An
insurance companies decide to convert to stock
increasingly controversial question.
c.ompm:ues . Fitzgerald's research is particularly
tnnely m VIew of the concern today within the
business community about corporate mergers,
reorganizations, and ·takeovers.
Using a variety of approaches, Fitzgerald has
bee~ stu~:yin~ this topic for almost twenty years.
He IdentifIes msurance companies that have
converted from the mutual form of ownership to
the stock form; analyzes the financial status of
I the respective companies in terms of their
assets, liabilities, surplus, and other attributes;
and then offers an explanation for their decision
to change their form of ownership. Fitzgerald's
current research will result in an article entitled
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A sign of the times? Dr. Jack Swart, Department of Management, explored
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0
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Dr. John Fitzgerald, Department of Finance,
analyzes the insurance industry during a lecture
for Ball State business students.

I "Focus on the Future;' to be published in an
ins,;!rance industry monograph.
FItzgerald also sees a clear connection between
I his res~arch ~nd ~is c~as~room instruction.
Accordmgly, m hIS Prmcipies of ~nsurance
course, h~ uses e~mples from hIS research as
I case studIes for hIS. students, enabling ~hem to
ask the .sa~e que~tlOns about ownershIp
converSIon m the msurance industry that he
I asked in his initial studies.
Jack Swart. of the management science
depart~ent IS. anot~er professor in the College
of Busmess wIth a tnnely research project. His
study, funded by the Merrell Dow Corporation,
deals with company smoking policies and
~moking cessation programs. The purpose also
mcludes identifying the cost savings, if any,
resulting from smoking policies. He is surveying
the smoking policies of two thousand
companies in four industries: banking, data
processing, utilities and telecommunications,
and nonbanking financial businesses. These
industries were sele~ted because they employ
I large numbers of offIce workers. Smoking is
especially controversial in the office work
environment.
Swart's project entails more than one year's
research, begun in January 1987. In his
preliminary work, he uncovered some
interesting data. For example, he discovered that
some forty companies have a policy of hiring
only nonsmokers. Furthermore, many insurance
companies that issue health, life, and property
and casualty policies are offering premium
reductions of as much as 20 percent to
companies that have smoking policies in effect.
Swart expects his study to contain some
important and useful information for companies
that employ large numbers of white-collar
workers; the results will be instructive to
managers in the service sector of the economy.
The trend in American business appears to favor

I
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Dr. Francis Parker, chairperson of
the Department of Urban Planning,
studied railway depots throughout
Indiana. Indianapolis's Union
Station and depots from Muncie
and Rockville are included here.

the adoption of more restrictive employee
smoking policies. As a professor of
organizational behavior and a student of trends
in society that affect business management,
Swart considers his project to be both timely
and instructive.
rancis Parker of the urban planning
department in the College of
Architecture and Planning is pursuing a
research project that also relates to
economic trends. Parker has maintained a
lifelong interest in railroads, railroad history, and
the architecture of railroad stations and depots.
As a professor of urban planning, he has been
able to design a research project that combines
his interests in railroads, history, and urban
development.
In 1986, Parker received a grant from the
Indiana Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
that enabled him to complete a survey and
inventory of the remaining railroad depots in
Indiana. The DNR's interest in the surviving
railroad depots relates both to their value as
historic landmarks and to their potential as
instruments for local economic development.
The restoration, reconstruction, and renovation
of Union Station in Indianapolis has inspired
several Indiana communities, including
Richmond, to take a closer look at how their
railroad stations and depots might be
redeveloped into attractive community assets.
Parker's grant enabled him to spend the
summer of 1986 traveling throughout Indiana to
complete his survey and inventory. He
discovered that of the fifteen hundred steam
railroad depots in Indiana in 1914 (the date of a
comprehensive study by the Interstate
Commerce Commission that listed the stations),
only 260 were still standing or in operation. His
study also focused on the thematic elements of
these depots: their architecture, design, type of
construction, and current usage. At the

F

conclusion of the project, Parker detailed his
findings in a report to the DNR. A follow-up
application is being made for funds to publish
and distribute the report to local historic
preservation groups and to city and county
officials.
Parker's study may give city planners some
valuable ideas about how railroad depots can
become important parts of a community's
economic revitalization program. ''A depot could
be an instrument for making things happen in a
city, as the Union Station project in Indianapolis
proved;' Parker observed. "Railroad depots, at
one time, symbolized economic growth and
expansion, social mobility, a feeling of optimism,
and confidence in the future;' Parker added.
"They were also symbolic as entry points to a
city. Many cities are now trying to recapture
these same feelings in their own development
plans:'
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Dr. Donald Cochran, director of
the Archaeological Resources
Management Service Laboratory,
examines artifacts with
anthropology graduate student
Kathleen Wells.

Bicentennial logo

Dr. Tom Sargent (left) and
Dr. Joseph Losco, Department of
Political Science, organized
programs during 1987 focusing on
the bicentennial of the constitution.
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Archaeologists Donald Cochran and Ronald
Hicks have become an active team specializing
in applied research programs with the Indiana
Department of Natural Resources. They have
developed a valuable program of conducting
archaeological site surveys for historic
preservation and as part of the state's
environmental program. During the course of
their research over the past decade, Hicks and
Cochran have conducted numerous studies
dealing with the archaeological history of
northern Indiana, producing a wealth of data
that have been useful to state planners,
engineers, historians, and the archaeological
community.
Both Hicks and Cochran point out the value
of these studies to teaching, as well as to
research and service. "In our work, we use the
services of both undergraduate and graduate
students;' Hicks commented. "The field studies
and site surveys give the students an
experience that they can connect to the
classroom:' Because the archaeology students
have this opportunity to become participants
on a research team, Hicks believes that they
receive a much better education in the field.
Finally, Joseph Losco of the political science
department has spent much of the past three
years developing an effective series of
university-community programs designed to
explore contemporary, and occasionally
controversial, issues. The Indiana Committee
for the Humanities, as well as such local
groups as the United Ministries of Delaware
County, has helped to sponsor these programs.
Since the Indiana Committee for the

Humanities is primarily concerned with
bringing together scholars and the general
community for a dialogue on contemporary
issues, it is logically a supporter of Losco's
efforts.
Since 1985, Losco has conducted town
meetings on ''Abortion: An Issue That Won't
Go Away" and "Ethics and Economics"; he also
prepared an ambitious project for a series of
public programs dealing with the celebration of
the bicentennial of the United States
Constitution. "My field is political philosophy
and public policy," Losco explained. "Forums
and town meetings seemed to be the best way
of making my interests relevant to the
community:'
Losco and his colleague Thomas Sargent, a
professor of political science and director of the
E. B. and Bertha C. Ball Center for UniversityCommunity Programs, concentrated in 1987 on
a series dealing with the bicentennial of the
Constitution. The series consisted of several
programs. First, Losco organized local town
meetings on the general theme of continuing
constitutional controversies. Second, he worked
with Ball State Theatre professor Judy Yordon
on the scheduling of a dramatic presentation on
the Constitution entitled ''An Assembly of
Demi-Gods," which was presented at the
Muncie Civic Theatre. Finally, he coordinated
guest lectures in the Ball State and Muncie
communities by two noted constitutional
historians, Richard Brandon Morris and
Michael Kammen .
Losco admits that the task of moving
questions of public affairs into the realm of the
local community is one of his primary
objectives as a Ball State faculty member.
"Citizen education is both vital and necessary
in a democracy," he argues. "It's a duty of
academics in this field. Knowledge about the
political process and public policy is fairly
useless unless we put it into practice:' In that
regard, Losco's effort fits neatly into the other
programs that the political science department
has initiated in citizen education, especially
Dr. John Rouse's role in producing the weekly
television program "Public Affairs Roundtable."
n conclusion, the efforts of Ball State
faculty in the various areas of applied
research have some common
characteristics. First, regardless of the field
of endeavor, be it social work, business, or
political science, the projects are both timely and
practical. The faculty working in these subjects
are dealing with contemporary issues and
searching for answers to current problems.
Second, their efforts are largely focused on the
Indiana community and, in that respect, their
research is a cost-effective way for many
community organizations to acquire excellent
service. Third, the applied research programs
build upon the results of previous studies
completed by Ball State researchers, both faculty
and students. In that respect, the studies are a
demonstration of the university's continuing
commitment to a link between applied research
and public service.
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Research Update
1987-1988

S

everal Ball State University faculty
members whose projects were subjects
of discussion in the. 1987 edition o~ Bene
Facta continued theIr research durmg
the past academic year by receiving new grants.
These projects serve to demonstrate that .
research is indeed an evolutionary process m
which the results of one investigation often form
the basis for further studies.
In 1985, Dr. Herbert Stahlke of the English
department was involved in. t~e impl~mentation
of a major grant from the DIgItal EqUIpment
Corporation. His project was d~signe~ to
.
provide students and faculty WIth an mnovatIve,

Dr. Herbert SLlhlke

computer-assisted system for improving
instruction in composition. In 1986-87, Stahlke
and his colleagues Linda Meeker and Forrest
Houlette received a grant from the AT&T
Corporation for a project that combined
methodology and technology from composition,
linguistics, computer-based education, and
expert systems-based education.
,
Like his previous supported work, Stahlke s
most recent effort was designed to improve
instruction in composition, although the
hardware and software components were quite
different this time. One objective of the AT&T
project involved providing assistance for Ball
State students who were preparing for the
Junior Level Writing-Competency Examination,
which the university began requiring in 1987-88.
Through the use of the A1&T Instructional
Workbench (IWB) program, students were able
to "learn" a particular style of writing and then
evaluate writing relative to that style. The IWB
program has been tested i~ both ~niversity and
corporate settings, where Its effectiveness has
been widely supported.

In addition to Stahlke's project, Paul Ranieri
and Forrest Houlette, two other faculty members
in the Department of English, are continuing
their work with the Indiana Writing Project.
During the summer of 1987, Ranieri and
Houlette conducted their second summer
workshop, funded by the Indiana Department
of Education, for an intensive program of
training primary through secondary teachers of
composition. The 1987 workshop involved
t!1irty-two teachers from eight public school

corporations in Indiana, all of ~hom receive~
additional training in the techmques of teachmg
composition.
. .
One of the continuing goals that Ramen and
Houlette established for the 1987 workshop was
the training of a core group of teac~er
.
consultants who, in turn, could aSSIst theIr
fellow teachers in their own school corporations.
Since many of the teacher-participants received
their initial instruction in the teaching of
composition before much of the recent research
on that topic was available, the two professors
sought to acquaint their participants with many
of the newer studies that could prove helpful to
them as they worked with secondary students.
Several of Ball State's science educators also
received grants to conduct further studies in
their fields . Mildred Ballou of the elementary
education department and Susan Johnson of the
biology department spent a. g?od ,Portion of the
1985-86 academic year admmistermg a grant
from the Indiana Commission for Higher
Education (ICHE) that was designed to improve
science education in the Fort Wayne elementary
schools. The success of that program led Ballou
and Johnson to apply for a much larger grant
from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to
expand their previous project. The NSF grant,
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entitled "Science for Every Elementary School
Child: The Ball State University/Fort Wayne
Plan," enabled Ballou and Johnson to work
with eighty elementary teachers and forty
elementary school principals on an intensive
program that offered workshop instruction
exploring recent science instructional curricula
and techniques. By the end of the project,
Ballou and Johnson had successfully influenced
science instruction for 750 elementary teachers
through a networking system. The outcome
was investigative, hands-on science instruction
for seventeen thousand children in Fort
Wayne's public and private elementary schools.
Several model schools were selected as
visitation and training sites available to schools
and universities throughout the nation seeking
to establish exemplary elementary science
programs for children and teachers.
The research team of Jon Hendrix and
Thomas Mertens, two professors in the biology
department, likewise received grants in 1986-87
for various aspects of their research in human
genetics and bioethics education. Two awards,
one from the March of Dimes Birth Defects

profess~r of philosophy, University of Illinois- I

Chicago; and Dr. Robert C. Baumiller, professor
of obstetrics and gynecology at Georgetown
University.
Finally, Thomas McComish of the biology
department received a grant from the U.S.
Department of Commerce through the Division
of Fish and Wildlife of the Indiana Department
of Natural Resources for additional research on
the characteristics of the yellow perch stock in
the Indiana waters of Lake Michigan.
McComish's major objective in this project was
to gain insights about abundance, age, and
growth of the yellow perch. After collecting the
fish data during the summer months,
McComish and his team of student researchers
used the facilities of Ball State's Fisheries
Research Laboratory to analyze the data and
characterize the population. The research
results will be used by the Indiana Department
of Natural Resources in formulating use and
management policy of the yellow perch in Lake
Michigan.

Dr. Thorn
Dr. Jon Hendrix

Dr. Tom Mertens

Foundation and the other from the Indiana
Commission on Higher Education, provided
funds for Mertens and Hendrix to prepare five
biology teachers from Indiana, who are
members of their national network, to serve as
facilitators for instruction in human genetics
and bioethics education for twenty-five other
secondary teachers. This project was
implemented over four weeks, during the last
two weeks of which the two professors
conducted a summer workshop that included a
"follow-on" component in which the five
teachers with Hendrix and Mertens will assist
their fellow teacher participants during the
academic year.
A third grant, awarded to Mertens and
Hendrix by the GTE Foundation Lectureship
Program, enabled the two researchers to create
a university lecture series on the subject of
"Human Genetics and Genetic Technology:
Values Stances and Decision Making."
Participants in the series include Robert F.
Murray, M.D. , chief of the Division of Medical
Genetics at Howard University; Dr. Gerald
Dworkin, chair of the department and
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The studies carried out by such researchers
as Stahlke, Ranieri, Houlette, Ballou, Johnson,
Mertens, Hendrix, and McComish are
indicative of several developments in research
at Ball State. First, Ball State faculty are finding
a variety of sponsors-federal agencies,
agencies of state government, and private
foundations, among others-who are
expressing an interest in funding their projects.
Second, the research continues to have strong
empirical and applied components.
McComish's studies, for example, have
provided extremely useful information about
the fish population of Lake Michigan. The
studies done by the others are oriented more
toward improving the teaching-learning process
at all levels of education. Finally, these various
projects in the sciences and humanities
continue to add to our base of knowledge,
especially by discovering new instructional uses
for computers and by exploring such
controversial topics as bioethical decision
making.

I

Selected Grants
1986-87

•

IJ

Steven Brodt, Criminal Justice and Criminology
1986-87 Equipment Grant (State Board of
Vocational and Technical Education)
Annette Brown, Home Economics
Recipe Development of a Nutritional Product
Line (North American Laboratories)
Jerry Chaney and Alan Richardson, Journalism
Tax Resistance: Then and Now (Indiana
Committee for the Humanities)
Earl Conn, Journalism
1986-87 Equipment Grant (State Board of
Vocational and Technical Education)
Thelbert Drake, Educational Administration
and Supervision
A Study of Rewards for Academic Progress
and Achievement (Indiana Competitions for
Excellence)
Velma Edwards, Business Education and Office
Administration
Two 1986-87 Equipment Grants (State Board
of Vocational and Technical Education)
John Eiden, Telecommunications
Three Grants for Program Support for WBST
(Corporation for Public Broadcasting)
Susan Gaston, Nursing
Comparison of the Effects of Role Modeling
and Written Orientation on Students' CAl
Attitudes (Sigma Theta Tau)
Bruce Geelhoed, History
Naval History Postdoctoral Fellowship (United
States Department of the Navy); Corporate
Editing/Publication Grant (Ontario
Corporation)
Ellen Hahn and Kathy Papazian, Nursing
Parent and Preschooler Attitudinal
Instruments for Substance Use and Abuse
Constructs (Sigma Theta Tau and Ball State
University Foundation)
Philip Jackson, School of Music
Publishers, Parody, and Patrons: The Italian
Mass at Mid-Sixteenth Century (National
Endowment for the Humanities)
Kay Knight, Theatre
Computers and the Future of Dance (Lilly
Endowment)
Mary Lewellen, Institute of Gerontology
Retired Senior Volunteer Program of Delaware
County (ACTION)
James McElhinney, Center for Lifelong
Education
Health Care Administration Course (Indiana
Health Care Association)
Michael Meckna, School of Music
Samuel Wesley: Composer and Critic
(National Endowment for the Humanities)
Kenneth Miller, Burris Laboratory School
Hardware and Software Grants (Indiana
Department of Education)

Charles Mortensen, Natural Resources
Habitat Protection Study (New York
Zoological Society)
David Ober, Physics and Astronomy
1987 Apprenticeship Program (New
Hampshire Academy of Applied Science)
Neil Palomba, College of Business
A Practical Economic Evaluation Guide to
Vocational and Technical Education Programs
(State Board of Vocational and Technical
Education)
Francis Parker, Urban Planning
Community Development Program (City of
Indianapolis)
Donald Smith and John Edwards, Industry and
Technology
Four grants for Manufacturing Technology
Applications (State Board of Vocational and
Technical Education)
Alice Spangler, Home Economics
1986-87 Equipment Grant-Food Management
(State Board of Vocational and Technical
Education)
Gerald Steele, Industry and Technology
Donation of Industrial Parts and Supplies
(DME Company and several other corporate
sources)
Ray Steele, Center for Information and
Communication Sciences
Equipment Funding Grants (A1&T
Corporation; RCA Corporation)
Bruce Storhoff, Chemistry
1986-87 Equipment Grant-Chemical
Technology (State Board of Vocational and
Technical Education)
Joseph Tamney and Julie McKee, Sociology
Study to Assess Support for Alternative
Activities by a Cooperative Christian Agency
(Christian Ministries of Delaware County)
Thomas Tomlinson, Industry and Technology
Graphic Arts Management Grant (Gravure
Education Foundation)
Carolyn Vann, Biology
Regulated Gene Expression in Cyanobacteria
(Indiana Academy of Science)
Sally Jo Vasicko, Political Science
1986-87 Equipment Grant-Legal Assistance
(State Board of Vocational and Technical
Education)
David Wheeler, Graduate School
Drifts, Droughts, and Die-Ups: History of
Cattle Mortality on the Southern Great Plains,
1880-1889 (National Endowment for the
Humanities)
Jay Zimmerman, Counseling Psychology
Nuclear Arms Policy Options for the 1980s
and Beyond: A University Outreach Program
(Topsfield Foundation)
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Ball State and Indiana:
Making the Connection

s the preceding pages of Bene Facta '88
show, Ball State University has a farreaching impact through its programs
of research and scholarship and
service across the nation and beyond. Our
principal focus and responsibility nonetheless
are to the state of Indiana; indeed most Bene
Facta readers are Hoosiers. It is recognized in
our state that higher education must play an
increased role in addressing Indiana's future,
which involves bringing university expertise to

A

the assistance of individuals, private business,
and industry. Government at the local and state
levels is also served by Ball State in a _variety of
ways, as are many not-for-profit organizations
that serve communities across Indiana.
People are sometimes uncertain how to reach
the right person in the university. On the
opposite page are listings of some key resources
that can provide assistance or help locate
needed Ball State expertise.
Ball State can work effectively with small
businesses, especially those who are in position
to receive federal funding through the Small
Business Initiated Research Program (SBIR),
which supports research and development in
technology, biomedicine, agriculture, and
education. The Office of Research at Ball State
works regularly with inventors and small
business people from allover Indiana.
Frequently faculty at Ball State act as consultants
or advisers to such businesses. We are eager to
assist SBIR applicants with proposal
information, budget development, agency
contacts and other help. The contact person is
Dr. James L. Pyle
Office of Research
Ball State University
2000 University Avenue
Muncie, IN 47306
(317) 285-1600

In similar ways Ball State is available to work
with arts organizations and not-for-profit
agencies with proposals for federal funding
where appropriate.
Betle Facta staff: Dr. Bruce Geelhoed; Kim Armantrout; and Dr.
Director, Office of Rec;earch
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Pyle,

Bene Facta '88 was developed by the Office of
Research at Ball State University through the
Office of University Publications. Its principal
writer is Dr. E. Bruce Geelhoed, associate
professor of history. Kimberly A. Armantrout,
secretary for Bene Facta and the Office of
Research, guided the project through the
development and production process. A special
thanks is extended to Dr. Dorothy Adalis,
Dr. Susan Kuyper, Dr. Lawrence Lucas, and
other research staff members for their assistance.
The continuing support of the Office of the
Provost is appreciated.
Questions about Bene Facta are welcome
through the Office of Research.

Ball State University Contacts
Relating to Bene Facta

Technology/Information

Arts
College of Fine Arts
Dr. Margaret M. Merrion,
Associate Dean
Ball State Art Gallery
Mr. Alain Joyaux, Director
Steinbeck Research Center
Dr. Tetsumaro Hayashi, Director

Business

College of Applied Sciences and Technology
Mrs. Jean Wittig, Assistant Dean
285-5955
285-5495 Center for Energy Research/Education/Service
(CERES)
285-5242
Mr. Robert J. Koester, Director
285-1135
Center for Plastics Processing Research and
285-8389 Development
Dr. Gerald L. Steele, Director
285-5655
Center for Information and Communication
Sciences (CICS)
285-8192
Dr. Rayford L. Steele, Director
285-1889
Public Information Services
285-1560
Mr. Jeffrey W. Alford, Director
285-5183 Office of Research
285-1600
Dr. James L. Pyle, Director

College of Business
Dr. Terry L. Arndt, Associate Dean
Better Business Bureau
Mrs. Catherine C. Howard,
Faculty Director
Institute for Business and Economic
Development Services
Dr. Frank J. Sabatine, Acting Director 285-1588
Center for Entrepreneurial Resources
Dr. B. J. Bischoff Whittaker,
Acting Director
285-1588
Indiana Economic Development Academy
Mr. Dean F. Whittaker, Director
285-1588
Bureau of Business Research
285-5926
Mr. John J. Carter, Director
Center for Economic Education
285-8020
Dr. DeVon L. Yoho, Director
Design Indiana
285-1071
Dr. Charles Sappenfield, Director
Transnational Business Institute
Dr. Bert Faulhaber, Director
285-5226

College of Sciences and Humanities
Dr. Donald E. Van Meter,
Associate Dean
Human Performance Laboratory
Dr. David L. Costill, Director

285-1042

Institute of Gerontology
Dr. Gary F. Meunier, Director

285-1293

Communities/Environment

Teachers College
Dr. Roy A. Weaver, Associate Dean

Health

285-1156

Institute for Wellness
285-8259
Dr. Neil R. Schmottlach, Director
Speech, Language, and Hearing Clinic
285-8162
Dr. Richard A. Hoops, Director

Education

285-5452
College of Architecture and Planning
School
of
Continuing
Education
285-5853
Mr. Jeff L. Hall, Associate Dean
285-1582
Dr. Joseph S. Rawlings, Dean
College of Sciences and Humanities
Bracken Library: Educational Resources Public
Dr. Donald E. Van Meter,
285-1042 Services
Associate Dean
285-5334
Dr. David J. Caucci, Director
Center for Middletown Studies
285-8037
Dr. Dwight \tV. Hoover, Director
Center for Global Security Studies
Dr. Ruth H. Howes, Director
285-8868
Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP)
Mrs. Mary Jane Lewellen, Director
285-5757
Social Research and Service Center
285-1015
Ms. Ann L. Brown, Director
Ball State University practices equal opportunity
in education and employment.
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